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uni�es the study of distributed computing and willlead to new results and insights.1 IntroductionFor many years, researchers studying synchronousmessage-passing systems have considered algo-rithms composed of rounds of computation. In eachround, a process sends a message to the others andthen waits to receive messages from the other pro-cesses. The synchronous nature of the system en-sures that, by the end of the round, each processreceives all messages sent to it in that round by cor-rect processes. In the parlance of Elrad and Frances[1] then, each round of a synchronous system is acommunication-closed-layer.Asynchronous message-passing systems do notprovide thiscommunication closedness. However, round-basedalgorithms for f -resilient asynchronous systems inwhich communication-closedness is enforced by dis-carding messages which are late, and bu�ering mes-sages which are early, have been developed in thecontext of the asynchronous Byzantine-Agreementproblem [2, 3]. In such algorithms, a process exe-cuting a round waits until it has received at leastn� f messages for that round. The bound on thenumber of failures ensures that this will not blockthe algorithm. However, it was not clear to re-searchers whether round-based asynchronous sys-tems are equivalent to the ones in which late mes-sages are not discarded [3].Researchers, belatedly, turned their attention1



again to round-based asynchronous systems in [4].There, studying the topological properties of sys-tem, they referred to round-based systems as iter-ated systems. The motivation for that name wasthe fact that the topological structure induced byround-based models, is an iteration of the topolog-ical structure induced by a single round. One ofthe contributions in [4] was the realization for the�rst time that there is a nicely structured iteratedmodel that is equivalent to shared-memory.The new idea in this paper is to study round-based models and abstract away the implemen-tation of the communication exchange betweenprocesses, be it shared memory, message-passingor any other mechanism. The properties of thecommunication mechanisms and system guaran-tees (such as resiliency), are captured by a mod-ule called, round-by-round fault-detector (RRFD).In round r, a process emits its \message" for theround. Each process pi, from the set of processes S,communicates with the RRFD and for each processpj 2 S waits until it receives the message emittedby pj at round r, or the RRFD instructs it not towait for such a message, by indicating that pj isfaulty. When for each process pj , process pi haseither received pj 's message, or it got an indicationthat pj is faulty, it can then proceeds to the nextround.As with failure detectors considered elsewhere inthe literature [5, 6, 7, 8], RRFD's are unreliable -they may indicate pj at round r as faulty to someprocesses and deliver pj 's message to others, as wellas indicate pj to be faulty in one round, only todeliver a message from it in the next round.Thus, an RRFD system evolves in rounds. Ineach round each process emits data to all otherprocessors. Each process pi receives from the sys-tem the data emitted by some subset S(i; r) of theprocesses, and a set of processes D(i; r). The sys-tem guarantees that S(i; r)[D(i; r) = S. Processpi proceeds to the next round and computes newmessages to emit, based on the data it receievd, andthe set D(i; r). Di�erent RRFD systems di�er inthe predicates over the setsD(i; r); i = 1; :::; n; r =0; 1; :::; that they guarantee. Although it is alwaysthe case that D(i; r) 6= S (if one interprets D(i; r)as a set of \late" processes, not all processes canbe late), we do not preclude pi 2 D(i; r), since pimay be late to round r and \learn" that from the

RRFD. Such a process, though, may \know" themessage it sent through its local state at the be-ginning of the round.Using this notation, an abstract algorithm usingan RRFD functions as follows (for pi):r := 1forever docompute messages mi;r for round remit mi;r(wait until)8pj 2 Sreceived mj;r orpj 2 D(i; r)r := r + 1endAn RRFD system satisfying predicate P solvesa task T if there exist an emit-receive format al-gorithm such that, for any D(i; r) family of sets(pi 2 S, r > 0) that satis�es P , if processes startwith inputs from T , then eventually, after enoughrounds, processes commit to outputs that satisfyT 's input/output requirements.This way of viewing a fault detector contrastswith earlier research with failure detectors [5, 6,7, 8]. That research considered a �xed (asyn-chronous) system in which failures were \unan-nounced" and di�cult to detect. A failure detectoris used to augment these systems by \announcing"(perhaps unreliably) which processes were faulty.That work viewed a failure detector as a \help-ful" entity. In contrast, this paper de�nes a sys-tem based on the round-by-round fault detector towhich it corresponds. There is no notion of \aug-menting" a system by a failure detector, but ratherit is an integral part of the system. It is for thisreason that the fault-detector may be consideredin-fact to be an adversary. The more freedom theRRFD has to present di�erent sets of faulty pro-cesses, the more power it has and the harder it willbe to solve problems in the corresponding system.The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-lows. Section 2 presents many traditional systemsin the RRFD framework. Section 3 shows howRRFD's can be used to study traditional problemsin distributed computing. It proposes an RRFDsystem that is equivalent to a system that has anaccess k-set agreement object. Section 4 showshow RRFD's can be used to relate synchronousand asynchronous systems by proving a theorem



that relates the solvability of problems in an asyn-chronous system to the existence of a bounded solu-tion in a synchronous system (under certain failurebounds). A corollary of this result shows how asyn-chronous impossibility results [9, 10, 11, 12] canbe used to give direct proofs of synchronous lowerbounds [24, 13]. Section 5 shows how the semi-synchronous model of Dolev, Dwork, and Stock-meyer [14] can be understood in terms of RRFD'sand uses this to solve an open problem in thatmodel. Related work is considered in Section 6,and concluding remarks appear in Section 7.2 Examples of RRFD systemsThis section shows how a variety of traditional sys-tems may be thought of in terms of round-by-roundfault detectors.Let PA be the predicate de�ning an RRFD sys-tem A, and let PB de�ne an RRFD system B overthe same number of processes, then, we say thatA is a submodel of B i� PA ) PB . Obviously, ifA is a submodel of B then A implements B. Thecontrary does not hold. An RRFD system A mayimplement an RRFD system B and A is not a sub-model of B.This paper proposes to investigate systems by�nding their RRFD counterparts. The RRFDcounterparts, being part of the same family, bringforth the commonality and the di�erence betweenthe systems. There are many possibilities of choos-ing an RRFD conterpart of a given system. Thereare some questions one may ask about the conter-part of a non-RRFD system N :1. Find an RRFD system M such thatM and Nare equivalent, in the sense that they imple-ment each other.2. Given a system N are there weakest andstrongest RRFD systems Qw and Qs, respec-tively, equivalent to N , such that any RRFDsystem Q equivalent to N , Q is a submodel ofQw and Qs is a submodel of Q.3. Find an RRFD system M that corresponds toN in the sense that is equivalent to N , butin addition \resembles" N the most. We didnot yet �nd a de�nition of this notion that issatisfactory to us.

What follows is rather informal discussion ofRRFD systems that \correspond" to well knownnon-RRFD models of interest.1. System N is a synchronous message-passingsystem with at most f < n processes that mayfail by send-omission.The RRFD system A we propose is:8pi; r; pi =2 D(i; r)^ j[r>0 [pi2S D(i; r)j � f:(1)System N implements A by process pi des-ignating D(i; r) as the set of processes fromwhich it failed to receive an r-round messageby the end of the rth round. System A imple-ments N , by pi simulating the reception of theclock-tick when it ready to move to the nextround.2. System N is a synchronous message-passingsystem with at most f faulty processes thatfail by crashing.The RRFD system A we propose satis�espredicate 1 and in addition:(8r > 0)(8pk 2 S)([pi2SD(i; r)� D(k; r+1)):(2)It is thus explicit in the model de�nition thatthe crash-fault model is a submodel of thesend-omission-fault model.3. System N is an asynchronous message-passingsystem with at most f crash-failures.The RRFD system A we propose satis�es:(8r > 0)(8pi 2 S)(jD(i; r)j � f): (3)System N implements A, by simulatingrounds, discarding messages that have beenmissed, and bu�ering messages which are tooearly. Each round a process waits until it re-ceives n � f messages of the round. To seethat system A implements N , run A in fullinformation mode. When process pi receivesa round r message at round r from pj it canrecreate all the simulated messages it missedfrom pj since the last round it received a mes-sage from pj . It can thus simulate their FIFOreception at that moment. Thus this simula-tion maps the runs (and views) of the RRFD



system A, to (a subset of) runs of system N .Consequently A implements N .To appreciate the di�culties one may en-counter in explicitly identifying a weakestRRFD for certain systems, notice that con-trary to intuition A is not weakest for N .If f < t and 2t < n, we can allow t pro-cesses to miss t other processes. Formally,consider an RRFD system B that satis�es:9Q � S; jQj � t; (8pi 2 S � Q; jD(i; r)j �f); (8pi 2 Q; jD(i; r)j � t). Two rounds ofB implement a round of A. Obviously, A is astrict submodel of B.4. System N is an asynchronous SWMR sharedmemory system with at most f crash-faultyprocesses.In this system we have an array of registersC1; :::; Cn. Process pi, repeatedly, writes intoCi and then reads all the other variables insome arbitrary order, at least once, until itreads at least n� f values it did not read be-fore. It is surprisingly di�cult to �nd a nat-ural explicit predicate (rather than specifyingthe predicate by a state machine) that cap-tures N . This indicates to us that our under-standing of this ubiquitous system is opera-tional rather than declarative. Among manychoices we settled for an RRFD system A thatsatis�es predicate 3 and in addition:8r > 0; j [pj2S D(i; r)j< n: (4)This predicate says that in any round thereis at least one process that is declared faultyto no process. Being a submodel of the RRFDsystem in item 3 it has at least as much power.But, we avoid the \network-partition" prob-lem that message-passing with 2f � n encoun-ters. For instance, to emulate pi's write oper-ation of a value v to its register, run the A ina full information mode where pi indicates itis writing v. At the round that all messagesreceived in A by pi contain the knowledge ofv being written in the simulated system N ,pi may terminate the simulated writing opera-tion. In the subsequent round any process willknow of v. To see that N implements A, no-tice that the �rst process to write will be readby all.

To see the implementation of shared-memoryby message-passing [22] in the context ofRRFDs, notice that if 2f < n then two roundsof the RRFD system in item 3 implement around of A. (In the second round each processemits the set of correct processes it heard fromin the �rst round. The simulated set D(i; r) isthe set of processes pi has not heard of by theend of the second round. The reason predicate4 is satis�ed is that since in the �rst round allheard from a majority, there must be at leaston process that was heard by majority. Such aprocess will be known to all at the end of thesecond round.)As far as being a weakest RRFD, notice thatshared-memory also satis�es: 8pi; pj; pj 2D(i; r) ) pi =2 D(j; r). But notice that thispredicate does not imply predicate 4 since wecan have p1 miss p2 that misses p3, etc. untilpn missing p1. Thus, at the least we need totake the conjunction of the two predicates.To see that the RRFD with this predicate isan alternative to predicate 4, notice that ifafter k rounds no processor is known by all,then the \does not know" relation must con-tain a cycle, since we have a directed graph inwhich each process has at least one outgoingedge, corresponding to the \does not know"relation. Information is passed on the cycle inthe reverse direction in all k rounds. Thus acycle must be of length at least k + 1. Conse-quently, after n rounds there cannot be a cycle.(We conjecture that two rounds su�ce.)5. System N is an asynchronous Atomic-Snapshot shared-memory system with at mostf processes that may fail by crashing.This system has a natural RRFD correspond-ing system A. Its predicate satis�es predicate3, and in addition:8pi; r; pi =2 D(i; r)^8pi; pj; r; (D(i; r)� D(j; r))_(D(j; r)� D(i; r))Showing that this RRFD implements f -resilient Atomic-Snapshot shared-memory is asimple corollary of [4].6. System N is an asynchronous message-passingsystem with traditional failure detector S [6].



In this asynchronous system all but one (a-priori unknown) process may fail. But thesystem is augmented with a failure detectorthat eventually announces any \real" crash,and never announces as faulty, one processthat never fails. Other processes may or maynot be announced as faulty.The RRFD system that will naturally corre-spond to S is the one that satis�es:(9 pj) (pj =2 [r>0 [pi2S D(i; r)) :(Processes use the failure detector S to ad-vance from one round to the next. Thus,D(i; r) is the value that allows pi to completeround r.) This speci�cation needn't includethe fact that every faulty process must be an-nounced by S eventually. This comes \forfree" when using an RRFD system. If a pro-cess really crashes and is not announced, thesystem will block, and thus vacuously imple-ment the asynchronous system with S.We next notice that an equivalent predicate is:j[r>0 [pi2S D(i; r)j< n;which corresponds item 1 (with f = n � 1).Thus we have reduced the existence of a wait-free algorithm for S to the existence of algo-rithm for consensus in item 1, just by predicatemanipulation.3 RRFD's and k-Set AgreementRRFD's can also be studied in relation to classi-cal problems in the �eld of distributed computing.This section focuses on the problem of k-set agree-ment [23]. This problem requires each of a collec-tion of n > k processes to choose a value that is theinitial value of one of the processes; at most k dif-ferent values can be chosen. Note that, for k = 1,this is the traditional consensus problem.The following fault-detector(8r > 0) (j[pi2SD(i; r)� \pi2SD(i; r)j< k) :is the one we propose to capture set consensus.Theorem 3.1 shows that this RRFD system can im-plement k-set consensus. Theorem 3.3 shows thatany system that can implement k-set consensus(and shared memory) can implement this RRFD.

Before proving this, consider the nature of thisfault detector. In each round, the number of pro-cesses detected by some process but not by all isless than k. Thus, this imposes a bound on the\uncertainty" exhibited by the fault detector. Fork = 1, this means that the fault detectors at dif-ferent processes cannot disagree. The results ofthis section clearly quantify the intuition that, theweaker the problem to be solved (i.e., the larger kis), the weaker the system can be (as measured byits RRFD).Theorem 3.1 The problem of k-set agreement canbe solved with a detector supporting the following:(8r > 0) (j[pi2SD(i; r)� \pi2SD(i; r)j < k) :Proof Using this detector, k-set consensus can besolved in one round. A process pi emits its valueand chooses the value of the process in S �D(i; 1)with the lowest process identi�er. If v1; v2 are twochosen values corresponding to p1 < p2 then it im-plies that p1 is in the union of the faulty sets (someprocess chose p1) but not in the intersection (someprocess chose p2). Since the size of the union mi-nus the intersection is less then k, it implies thatat most k distinct values can be chosen.2An immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1 is thefollowing result of Chaudhuri [23]. It follows sincek � 1-resilient shared-memory implements k � 1-resilient Atomic-Snapshot, and the correspondingRRFD predicate of item 5, implies the predicate ofTheorem 3.1.Corollary 3.2 k-set agreement can be solved in anasynchronous shared-memory system with at mostk � 1 failures.Section 5 shows how a partially synchronous sys-tem de�ned by Dolev, Dwork, and Stockmeyer [14]can be used to implement the failure detector ofTheorem 3.1 with k = 1, thus giving a solution toconsensus.The following theorem shows that a system thatcan solve k-set consensus can implement the RRFDabove.Theorem 3.3 Suppose that a system allows a so-lution to the problem of k-set consensus and also



that the system can implement SWMR shared-memory. Then the system supports a detector withthe following property:(8r > 0) (j[pi2SD(i; r)� \pi2SD(i; r)j< k) :Proof To emit a value at round r a process ap-pends it value (together with sequence-number r)to its cell. To compute the values D(i; r), the pro-cesses do the following. They run a k-set consensusalgorithm, each using its identi�er as input. Sup-pose that a process pi receives j as its output inround r. It then writes j to its cell and reads therest of the cells. It reads the set Q of process iden-ti�ers (as well as ? for the processes that have yetto write). The process then uses S�Q as its valueof D(i; r). Obviously, it can read emitted valuesfor Q at round r, since these process participatedalready in the round.Notice that two setsD(i; r) and D(j; r) can di�eronly on processors IDs that were chosen throughthe k-set agreement algorithm (all other processesare in both sets). Thus, the di�erence in the unionminus the intersection is bounded by k. But sinceall of them will exclude the chosen identi�er thatwas written �rst to a SWMR variable, if followsthat the di�erence is bounded by k � 1.24 Relating Synchronous andAsynchronous SystemsThis section shows how RRFD's can be usedto relate synchronous and asynchronous systems.Speci�cally, it shows that an Atomic-Snapshotasynchronous system with at most k crash-failurescan implement the �rst bf=kc rounds of syn-chronous system with f omission or crash faults.This can be used to prove the result of Chaudhuriet al. [24] that there is no bf=kc-round algorithmfor k-set agreement for the latter (synchronous)system. The existence of such an algorithm com-bined with the results of this section would im-ply the existence of an asynchronous algorithm fork-set agreement that tolerates k failures, which isknown to be impossible [9, 11, 12]. (For the specialcase of k = 1, this means that the impossibilityresult of Fischer, Lynch, and Paterson [10] impliesthe lower bound of Fischer and Lynch [13].)

The result is given in two sections. Section 4.1proves the result for send-omission failures in thesynchronous systems. The proof is by simple reduc-tion in the context of RRFD systems. Section 4.2strengthens the results to systems with crash fail-ures.The simple reduction of the omission-fault lowerbound to the asynchronous impossibility result wasnot observed earlier since researchers tend to thinkof synchronous and asynchronous systems as livingin di�erent domains. Once observed, it suggeststhat the reduction can be extended to crash faultsvia the omission-crash transformers suggested in[15]. Thus the value of the RRFD framework is inits ability to suggest connections, previously over-looked. Once such a connection is made, the tech-nical details do not require high level of ingenuity.4.1 Send-Omission FailuresAn RRFD systems a system A implements B if bycombining some rounds of A to simulate a roundof B we can simulate the messages emitted at theround and implement a predicate that implies B'sRRFD predicate.Theorem 4.1 Consider integers f and k such thatf � k > 0. Asynchronous RRFD Atomic-Snapshotshared-memory system (item 5) with at most kfailures, can implement the �rst bf=kc rounds ofan RRFD message passing system with at mostf omission failures (i.e., with the RRFD given initem 1).Proof Consider an RRFD asynchronous Atomic-Snapshot shared-memory system with at most kfailures. Consider an execution of this system forbf=kc rounds. We will map a fault in the RRFDasynchronous system to a fault in the synchronousone.>From item 5, this system supports a detectorwith the following property:(8r > 0) (j[pi2SD(i; r)j � k) :Thus, the RRFD has the following property:���[0<r�bf=kc [pi2S D(i; r)���� kbf=kc;which implies���[0<r�bf=kc [pi2S D(i; r)���� f:



This matches the property of the RRFD for a syn-chronous system with at most f omission-failuresover bf=kc rounds. 2Corollary 4.2 Any solution to k-set agreement ina synchronous system with at most f omission fail-ures requires at least bf=kc+1 rounds in the worstcase.Since this section is more of an exposition, weleave the proof of the Corollary to the next sub-section where the result is extended to the morebenign crash faults.4.2 Crash FaultsThis subsection adds some simple machineryneeded to extend the results of the previous subsec-tion from omission failures to crash failures. Thetechniques are similar to those developed by Neigerand Toueg [15] to convert algorithms tolerant ofcrash failures into ones tolerant of omission fail-ures. Since we failed to �nd a ready-made o�-the-shelf transformation that we can borrow from [15],and in order to make the paper self-contained, wewill represent and utilize a simpli�ed adopt-commitprotocol that is introduced in [16].The machinery we add is an adopt-commit pro-tocol. Process pi inputs to the protocol a value viit proposes. The output of pi in the protocol is tocommit or adopt some input value v. The relationbetween the output of processes should satisfy:1. If vj = v,for all j = 1; :::; n, then all processescommit to v.2. If any process commits to v then all processescommit or adopt v.The following protocol solves the adopt-commitproblem wait-free (i.e. f = n � 1-resilient ) in theSWMR shared memory system. The protocol forpi follows. We have two arrays C1;1; :::; Cn;1 andC1;2; :::; Cn;2 of SWMR registers initialized to ?:beginwrite vi to Ci;1S := [j=1;:::;n read Cj;1if S � f?g = fvgthen Ci;2 := \commit v"

else Ci;2 := \adopt vi"S := [j=1;:::;n read Cj;2if S � f?g = fcommit vgthen return commit velse if \commit v00 2 Sthen return adopt velse return adopt viendThe correctness of the protocol follows from thefact that if pi writes \commit a" in the secondround, then no other process will write \commitb", b 6= a, since the value pi proposes to commit toin round 2 has to be the same as the value written�rst in round 1. In round 2, if a processor commitsto v it must be that \commit v" was the value writ-ten �rst, and thus all processors will either commitor adopt v.Theorem 4.3 Theorem 4.1 holds when the RRFDfor omission faults is replaced by the RRFD forcrash faults.Proof We show �rst how to implement a roundof the synchronous system B using three rounds ofthe asynchronous one A.To simulate round r of system B, inductively, pihas computed a simulated value to write for simu-lated round r. It has also a set of processes Fi thatit proposes to have crashed, which is empty at thebeginning of round 1. Round r of system B will besimulated by 3 rounds of system A.In the �rst round of A, pi writes its simulatedvalue vi;r for round r. It then reads in a snapshotuntil the number of values it misses is less or equalto k. Let Mi be set of processes whose values pimissed. Process pi sets Fi := Fi [Mi. In round2 and 3 processors run in parallel n adopt-commitprotocols, one for each process pj 2 S. If pj in Fithe input of pi in the adopt-commit protocol for pjis \pj-faulty", else \pj-alive" (if it uses \pj-alive",then it includes the value it received from pj).At the end of the adopt-commit protocol for pj ,if pi either commits or adopts \pj-faulty", then itadds pj to Fi. If pi commits to \pj-faulty," it re-turns ? for the value from pj in simulated round r.Otherwise, it must have read, in the adopt-commitprotocol, another process that proposed \pj-alive".This proposal includes pj 's value for the round, andthis value is used by pi as pj 's value for round r.



The correctness of the simulation follows. A pro-cess pj will appear to fail in a round r only if someprocess commits it as faulty. Since all processesconsequently will adopt or commit \pj-faulty" atround r, pj will belong to all Fi's at the beginningof round r + 1. They will all propose to fail it atround r+1 and thus all will commit to its faultinessat round r + 1 and subsequent rounds.Since each simulated round introduces at mostk new processes to Si Fi, by the end of simulatedround bf=kc, at most f processes failed in the sim-ulated synchronous system.2The corollary to this theorem is the result ofChaudhuri et al. [24].Corollary 4.4 Corollary 4.2 holds with crash-faults RRFD replacing the send-omission RRFD.Proof Use the simulation of Theorem 4.3 to sim-ulate an algorithm. A process pi that ends witha view after simulating round bf=kc in which itis committed to pi faulty, does not end up with asimulated view that allows it to chose a value. Butif pi did not propose pi faulty at the beginning ofround bf=kc, although it ended up committed toits failure, the process is still compatible with analive process, since no process failed it in previousrounds. Thus we have only at most k(bf=kc � 1)processes that have not chosen a value. But sincen > f , we have n� k(bf=kc � 1) > k.Suppose k-set consensus is solvable in A in bf=kcrounds, then after the simulation, processes whoseoutput is \I crashed" can adopt a value from a pro-cess with a real output value, since the system isk resilient and at least k + 1 processes have realoutputs. The result is k-set consensus in an asyn-chronous system that is k-resilient, in contradictionto [9, 11, 12]. 2The results apply verbatim to Atomic-Snapshotshared-memory substituted for the message pass-ing.5 Semi-Synchronous SystemsDolev, Dwork, and Stockmeyer [14] considered sys-tems that varied �ve di�erent parameters and ex-plored their ability to solve consensus. This section

focuses on one of their models, speci�cally one withthe following properties:� There are no bounds on the relative speedsof processes (i.e., the processes are asyn-chronous).� Processes fail by crashing.� Processes perform a sequence of steps. Eachstep consists of receiving all messages thathave been bu�ered by the communication sub-system since the last step and then broadcast-ing a message. In this particular model, sucha step is atomic.� The communication system supports broad-cast: if process q receives message m from p,then all correct processes do so.� Every message sent is delivered before any pro-cess can take � steps.They showed that consensus is possible in thissystem by giving an algorithm that runs in 2n�steps. They left as an open problem whether ornot there was an O(�)-time algorithm.This section proves that this system admits a so-lution that runs in 2� steps. It is done by showingthat this system supports the RRFD given in The-orem 3.1 with k = 1 and 2� steps per round (thus,allowing a consensus algorithm). This RRFD isidenti�ed by the following property:(8r > 0)(8pi; pj 2 S)(D(i; r) = D(j; r)): (5)Since the proof of Theorem 3.1 gives a one-roundalgorithm, there is an algorithm that runs in 2�steps.The following describes how the RRFD given inequation 5 can be implemented in 2� steps. A pro-cess's execution occurs in blocks of 2� steps. If aprocess receives a round-r message before sendingits own, then it sends no further messages (actingas if it has omitted to broadcast), although it con-tinues to receive message from the others. Other-wise, it broadcasts its round-r message, tagging itwith the round number. Notice that, in a sense, weuse the �rst receive-send in a round as an atomicread-modify-write. If the \receive" returns emptyset of messages then a message is broadcasted, oth-erwise it is not. At the end of a round r, process pitakes D(i; r) to be the set of processes from whichit does not receive round-r messages.



Theorem 5.1 The RRFD described for the semi-synchronous system supports equation 5.Proof Let pi be the �rst process to execute a re-ceive/send at round r. Let pj be a process thatbroadcasts a round r message. We will show, thatany process pk will receive a message from pj inround r. For all processes pk let Tk denote the timethat pm executes the �rst receive/send at round r.By de�nition Tj � Ti, and Tk � Ti. Since pj didnot receive pi's message of round r before pj startedround r, we conclude Tj � Ti + �(k), where �(k)denotes the time of any consecutive � steps by pk.Thus, Tj � Tk+�(k). Since receive/send is atomicwe conclude that pk by the end of round r at timeTk+2�(k) would have receive the message send atTj . In particular, it will receive the message sentby pj . Thus the semi-synchronous RRFD systemsatis�es equation 5. 26 Related WorkUni�cation of synchrony and asynchrony in limiteddomain has in the past been proposed by Awer-buch with his celebrated synchronizer [17]. Awer-buch was able to show that if no faults are ex-pected synchrony and asynchrony are the same.The two systems implement each other. A decadelater in 1993 Chaudhuri, Herlihy, Lynch and Tuttle[24] showed that with a combination of techniquesmost of which resemble the topological argumentsthat established impossibility of set-consensus inthe asynchronous domain, one can establish a lowerbound in the synchronous case.Recently, [4] introduced the idea of taking amodel and de�ning its iterated version, forcingcommunication-closedness. This gave rise to theideas in this paper. The similarity between theiterated version of asynchronous model and syn-chronous one suggested the possibility of derivinga lower bound in the synchronous case by reduc-tion from impossibility result in the asynchronouscase.Herlihy, Rajsbaum, and Tuttle, in a paper inthis proceedings [18], were inuenced in anotherdirection. They considered, in the words of [4], themodel of iterated message passing. They character-ized the structure of one-shot message-passing is apseudo-sphere, a simple structure whose iteration

is the structure itself. Using explicit topological ar-gument they were able to derive the synchronouslower bound, and extend it beyond our work tothe semi-synchronous model in [19]. Their resultthough apply solely to the message passing-system.7 Conclusions and Future WorkThis paper presented a framework, RRFD, thatuni�es the most seemingly unrelated notions in dis-tributed computing - synchrony and asynchrony.It has established the case for the framework byshowing that it is a bridge that draws attention tothe similarities between the models, and how re-sults in one model may be transferred to the other.Moreover, these model are not only of theoreti-cal interest. We advocate using them. We pro-pose them as a setting to develop real algorithms.As with programming languages, restriction im-posed on the programmer in the form of adheringto communication- closed-layers may be a blessing.It force the programmer to a line of design that willresult, we hope, simple structured algorithms [20].Future immediate work which we hope to addto the full version of the paper, is the extensionof the reduction to the semi-synchronous model in[19]. Essentially, our contention by using reductionrather than direct topological arguments, is thatthere are very few instances of problems that oneneeds explicit topology. The use of explicit topol-ogy is analogous to proving a problem NP-completeby a direct reduction to Turing-Machine computa-tion as done with Satis�ability, rather then by re-duction to a similar problem. In fact, there mayexist a small family of impossibility results, so thatany impossibility or lower bound result in the dis-tributed domain may be derived from them by re-duction.Finally, it will be interesting to show that in aprecise sense RRFD generalizes the earlier notionof fault-detector [5, 6, 7, 8], and rederive the as-sociated results. Such an investigation will be aninstance of the general investigation as to whatkind of systems can be implemented given a re-stricted language in which an RRFD predicate maybe stated.
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